
Universal Credit is the new benefit which

is replacing six existing ones: Jobseekers'

Allowance, Employment and Support

Allowance, Housing Benefit, Working Tax

Credit, Child Tax Credit and Income Support.

Created by the Conservative-Lib Dem

coalition government as part of the Welfare

Reform Act in 2012, Universal Credit was

launched in 2013 as a pilot in a single area, the

former textile town of Ashton-under-Lyne just

to the east of Manchester, and has since been

extended across the country, with full

implementation for new claimants due to be

complete by the end of 2018 (existing claimants

receiving benefits being replaced by it are due

to be transferred onto Universal Credit

between the end of this year and 2021).

SUFFERING
Although Universal Credit has been trialled

in pilot areas since 2013, at first mostly in the

North West of England, the media as a whole,

rather than just Channel 4’s Dispatches and

The Guardian, has only now picked up on its

impact as the so-called “full service” model is

implemented.

which includes all new claimants – single

mothers in part-time work, couples on low

incomes, those with disabilities now receiving

Employment and Support Allowance or

Working Tax Credit – rather than the easier to

process claims of unemployed single people

without dependents, who were first to be

included in the initial trials, goes live in dozens

of districts.

There is absolutely no reason, apart from

wanting to cause unnecessary suffering, for

there to be such a long lead-time for claims to

get paid. It makes no sense in reason or logic

for benefit to be paid from any date other than

the first date of unemployment. But it gets

worse.

Citizens Advice Bureau reports that 39% are

waiting for longer than six weeks, 11% are

waiting over 10 weeks without benefit, and

57% of claimants are having to borrow money

to make ends meet. 

In addition, members of the civil service

union PCS the union that represents the

majority of DWP employees, report that

understaffing has resulted in 20% of all calls to

the service not being answered every week.

The private sector company, Serco, which has

been contracted to support DWP with

organising new claims appointments, has been

such an abject failure that DWP staff are now

having to help out Serco, unable to deal with

the workload.

The principle of one universal benefit,

encompassing unemployment, housing,

council tax, tax credits and other benefits

previously administered by different

departments and authorities, is not inherently

bad.

It is to be welcomed that the combined

pressure of unions, the Labour party, charities

and community organisations has resulted in

the government withdrawing the obscene

55p/minute charge for using the Universal

Credit helpline. 

However, the brunt of the proposals still

remain. The shamefully low level of benefit is a

huge issue too. Many claimants are forced to

pay the housing credit portion of their claim on

staving off hunger or ensuring that they have

heating, water and electricity; that too results

in evictions. None of this helps people get into

work.

POLL TAX
So could this be a “poll tax moment” for

the May government much like the one

which, beginning with its introduction in

1988-89, ultimately led to the political demise

of the then Tory Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher a year later?

Much of the attention has focussed on the

initial six-week waiting period before any

payment is made, a supposedly working for

wages-mimicing provision akin to the monthly

rather than weekly or fortnightly benefit cycle,

with TV crews interviewing Universal Credit

claimants as they queue up at food banks or at

home in the houses and flats from which,

having built up substantial rent arrears, they

are now threatened with eviction by either

their social or private landlords.

Having made a series of U-turns on similar

issues before, from the “pasty tax” in George

Osborne’s “omnishambles” Budget of 2012 to

proposed cuts in tax credits in 2015 and the so-

called “dementia tax” in this year’s Tory

manifesto, and having lost their Parliamentary

majority in the subsequent General Election,

What are the people working in the job centres

able to do? PCS  does have policy against the

implementation of UC and the way that the

sanctioning regime is used. We should give our

full support to all attempts by workers to make

the regime unenforceable and collapse.

Whether or not this proves to be the decisive

moment which ends May’s premiership – and

the circles of Tory plotters who are still

sharpening their knives over her handling of

Brexit may yet mean that she doesn’t survive

long enough for it to become so – we should

ensure that not only is the roll-out of this

benefit, which will lead to further

impoverishment for millions of already poor

people, paused as the Oppostion Day motion

demanded, but scrapped and replaced by a

more humane system of supporting those

without sufficient money to live on, whether

because of unemployment, disability or

precarious and part-time jobs.

As a minimum we want an end to

conditionality, an uprating of the total amount

of benefit to the full-time Living Wage and for

benefit eligibility to start on the first day of

unemployment.

In addition, the government should

reverse its office closure programme,

allowing vulnerable people local and

accessible access to social security advice and

saving hundreds of civil service jobs.
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ROLL BACK AND RESIST UNIVERSAL
CREDIT!



WHO ARE YOU
The words that many new part time and

Night Tube starters were greeted with as they

introduced themselves on the stations.

After being assured by their trainers that

they would go to the stations, meet the AM,

speak to Cover Group Support and find out

who they would be shadowing. Some were

even told they wouldn't be on the system

properly until they knew they'd passed all

their training, that sorting anything out now

would be impossible.

After a couple of weeks in the classroom,

maybe management need to make sure they,

"take personal responsibility for your actions,

without making excuses about why something

isn't possible."

WOT NO TOILETS!
Horror stories about the effects of the "Beast

from the East" on staff welfare from all over

the combine are reaching Tubeworker HQ. 

One particularly grim tale comes from the

north end of the Bakerloo Line, where pipes at

several stations froze, leaving staff with no

drinking water or toilet facilities.

Workers at Queen's Park had to use the

facilities in the train depot next door.

Elsewhere, management laid on taxis for staff

to travel to neighbouring stations to use toilets.

As far as we're concerned, no worker should

have to get a taxi to use the toilet! If the

weather is so bad that basic facilities like toilets

and drinking water are knocked out of action,

stations should close.

In future the motto must be: no toilets?

Don't work!

NOISE PROBLEMS
Following complaints from residents living

near stations and above tunnel sections, LU

has visited new noise-suppressing fastenings

to sections of Central Line tracks.

Fair enough. Only problem is, this has the

effect of sending the noise and vibrations back

through the train. It's incredibly loud for

drivers and, in some places, even worse for

punters in the carriage. Some drivers are

buying ear defenders.

Safety reps at the east end of the line have

come up with a proposal to reduce speed

slightly in the affected areas, which massively

improves the issue. The reduction wouldn't

alter the timetable or the service; for the sake of

a few seconds, will LU make drivers, and

customers, suffer? 

If bosses kibosh the plan, drivers need to

consider other ways to get it implemented.

How about a go-slow?

BLAME TORIES FOR
‘BLACK HOLE’
TfL's operational deficit is approaching £1

billion. The Tories are blaming the black hole

on Sadiq Khan's fares freeze that will 'cost' 

The press has suggested it's down to falling

passenger numbers because TfL now expects

less in fares for 2018/19 than it originally

planned.

Instead, we need to blame the black hole on

the government for abolishing central funding

from 2018. Public transport needs government

funding so that it can charge cheap fares and

withstand fluctuations in customer numbers

without facing crisis. In fact, public transport

should be free!

Sadiq Khan and the Labour Party must

mount a campaign for funded public

transport in London instead of going along

with the idea that efficiency savings are

necessary.

What is Tubeworker?
Tubeworker is a rank-and-file socialist 

bulletin, published at least monthly, written by
Tube workers, for Tube workers. It is pub-

lished by the socialist group Workers’ Liberty,
but is produced in editorial meetings open to
all workers. Supporters from outside London 

Underground can help with public 
distribution. 
Email us at 

tubeworker@workersliberty.org

Tubeworker’s blog — daily up-
dates — workersliberty.org/twblog

Add “Tubeworker Bulletin” on 
Facebook, follow @Tube_Worker

Subscribe!
Want to get every issue of Tubeworker

(published at least monthly)? Send us your

addresss along with a tenner (cheques payable to

WL Bulletins)

Got a story for Tubeworker? We welcome 

reports and comments from all Tube workers.

Contact us: Workers’ Liberty, 20E Tower 

Workshops, Riley Road, London SE1 3DG, 

Management’s plan is to split the stations

admin assistant (AG1) role into “coverage”

and “core” ( which is everything else) and

move coverage to a central location.

This will be detrimental to both admin

and station staff because we will lose the

local knowledge and working arrangements

which we have at the moment. 

It also deskills admin because we would

be performing less functions rather than

having multi-skilled admin as at the

moment and it reduces the number of jobs.

It doesn’t take a genius to work out that

once the Rostering and Coverage Tool is

finally working they will be coming back

for more job cuts in coverage. 

Stations administrators, not the most

naturally militant bunch, are

understandably unhappy about the

proposals. 

A counter-proposal has been drawn up

which would move admin to smaller

geographic hubs and keep all the functions

together. 

Management won’t say so outright but

their fundamental issue with the counter-

proposal is that it doesn’t cut enough jobs. 

In order to fight these attacks on our

jobs stations administrators need to stand

together with other grades whose jobs are

threatened.

TRANSFORMATION: NO WAY! RUISLIP DEPOT: MANAGEMENT
ALL AT SEA
At Ruislip depot, the train maintenance

dispute has got the company well and truly

rattled.

On Thursday, management kicked off an

offensive against workers taking official

(and therefore legally protected) industrial

action short of strikes, singling out

individuals in a bid to break the action.

They even sent the apprentices back to the

training centre, saying that the depot was

not a suitable learning environment for

them. Here at Tubeworker, we think it

sounds like an ideal learning environment -

a hands-on, practical study of workers

standing up for ourselves and fighting back.

Management appear to be out of their

depth, not knowing what to do when faced

with solid, concerted action. Perhaps the

simplest thing for them to do now is to

concede an honourable defeat and pay us

properly for the work we do.

After all, their strategy of attempting to

demoralise us has backfired, with the

industrial action more determined and

effective than ever.

MORE THAN GLOSSY
MAGS NEEDED!
Another month, another edition of On The

Move prominently featuring mental health

issues. We're glad LU is giving a platform to

discussions about mental health, but words

are not enough. Often, the message doesn't

seem to filtering down to the shop floor.

Almost all union reps, and far too many

members, will have had direct experience of

being involved in case conferences or other

attendance-related meetings where the

manager's attitude to mental health amounts

to a thinly veiled "pull yourself together". 

All too common are demands for fixed

time-frames for being able to return to full

duties when we've been off with a mental

health related issue, as if we can say, "yes, I'll

be cured of depression or anxiety in two

weeks."

As much as it likes to claim it's taking a

sensitive and constructive attitude to mental

health, actually giving us the time and

support we need to manage our mental

health problems is all too often sacrificed on

the altar of "business needs".

While management culture also plays its

part in damaging our mental health - this is

to say nothing of the wider reality that the

general way in which many managers treat

their staff is itself a factor in damaging our

mental health, leading to wider problems.

We'll be more inclined to take the On

The Move articles seriously when we see

this culture changing on the ground.


